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Hi! My name is Catarina Alves de Sousa
and I’m a Writer, Copywriter, Blogger
and Social Media Manager based in
Torres Vedras, Portugal.

Copywriting
Content Writing
Social Media Managing

About Me

Specializations



Klorane

A French brand of cosmetics.

A Portuguese coffee brand.

A brand of healthy baby foods.

Ducafé

Blédina

A food company that mainly produces
meats.

Campofrio

A soothing antiseptic cream.

Sudocrem

Chiquita

An international banana brand.
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CHIQUITA

Chiquita is a well-known internacional
banana brand with representation in
the
USA, Italy, Germany, Netherlands and
Greece.





KLORANE

International brand that is #1 hair care
brand in European pharmacies.





CAMPOFRIO

Campofrio Food Group is a subsidiary
company of Sigma Alimentos (Sigma), which
produces meat, dairy and other refrigerated
and frozen products.





DUCAFÉ

Ducafé is a young coffee brand that has
decades of existence and a vast know-how
in the roasted coffee market.





BLÉDINA

Blédina is a brand of baby foods with a focus
on Sustainability.





SUDOCREM

Sudocrem is an antiseptic healing cream
usually recommended to treat nappy rash,
minor burns, eczema, etc.
It has been around for more than 80 years
but has only been launched in Portugal in
October 2020. I was the copywriter for this
account since its beginning and until August
2021.





A Portuguese project that mixes storytelling and
yoga for children.

Yoga Entre Histórias

Bela Vista Aqua & Fitness Club

EmoPlay

Emotional Intelligence boosting activities
to help children explore emotions like
sadness, happiness, love and fear.

FREELANCING
COPYWRITING & DESIGN

A local gym with many classes, swimming pool
and nutrition appointments.

Dara Jewels

Portuguese Jewelry store with a focus on wedding
and engagement content.



EMOPLAY

Emotional Intelligence boosting activities to
help children explore emotions like sadness,
happiness, love and fear.





YOGA ENTREHISTÓRIAS

A Portuguese project that mixes storytelling
and yoga for children.





BELA VISTAAQUA & FITNESSCLUB

A local gym with many classes, swimming
pool and nutrition appointments.





DARA JEWELS

Portuguese Jewelry store with a focus on
wedding and engagement content.





GET IN TOUCH
WITH ME

hello@joanofjuly.com
EMAIL

+351 914 413 689
MOBILE

Instagram: @catalvesdesousa
Linkedin: @catarinasousa
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